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Nike Shoe Investigation Answers
Recognizing the way ways to acquire this book nike shoe investigation answers is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the nike shoe investigation answers associate that
we pay for here and check out the link.
You could buy lead nike shoe investigation answers or get it as soon as feasible. You could speedily download this nike shoe investigation answers after getting deal. So, afterward you require the book swiftly, you can
straight get it. It's fittingly unquestionably easy and for that reason fats, isn't it? You have to favor to in this tell
Free Computer Books: Every computer subject and programming language you can think of is represented here. Free books and textbooks, as well as extensive lecture notes, are available.
Nike Shoe Investigation Answers
Nike Shoes investigation. MATERIALS: map of north Pacific pencil/pen map of surface currents PROCEDURES: 1- Number each of the data points to reflect the true chronological order. 2- Plot the location of each point,
in chronological order. 3- Draw small, neat arrows between the points. DATA: shoe spill, May 27, 1990 48°N, 161°W 250 recovered, March 26, 1991 59°N, 139°W 200 recovered, May 18, 1991 55°N, 130°W 100
recovered, February, 1991 53°N, 131°W 200 recovered, November, 1990 49 ...
Nike Shoes investigation - COSEE
Answer Key: Plot of shoe locations Major World Surface Currents - Reference Map T E A C H E R ‘ S G U I D E THE NIKE SHOE INVESTIGATION Page 1 and 2: MATERIALS: map of north Pacific pen Page 3: ANALYSIS OF
DATA: 1- Define these t
Answer Key: Plot of shoe
path taken by the drifting shoes. _____ _____ Find the part of the map that shows the journey the shoes took from where they fell off the boat to where they first washed up on shore. Answer the following questions
about that part of their journey. Refer to data collection chart for information and don’t forget UNITS!
LOST AT SEA: Nike Shoe Investigation
In this investigation, we will consider the starting point for the ocean adventure these shoes had, look at the places where shoes washed ashore, then make some conclusions about the patterns of motion in the Pacific
Ocean. Procedure: Plot the location of the boat when the shoes were lost and of each shoe discovery on the map.
The Nike Shoe Investigation – Map of the Pacific Ocean
Oceanographers Find Lessons In The Great Nike Shoe Spill. A flotilla of up to 40,000 Nike gym shoes has been slowly bobbing around the Pacific Ocean since the spring of 1990. News that these...
Oceanographers Find Lessons In The Great Nike Shoe Spill ...
nike shoe investigation answers? HELPPPPPPPP!!! Answer Save. 3 Answers. Relevance. No Non Destination. Lv 5. 6 years ago. They ended up on the shores of Washington and Oregon! 0 1 0. Login to reply the answers
Post; Owner. 6 years ago. how many days it take the shoes to travel from boat to the shore. 0 0 0. Login to reply the answers Post; Lewis.
nike shoe investigation answers? | Yahoo Answers
nike shoe investigation answer key.pdf FREE PDF DOWNLOAD NOW!!! Source #2: nike shoe investigation answer key.pdf FREE PDF DOWNLOAD NIKE, Inc. â€” Just Do It www.nike.com Inspiration and innovation for
every athlete in the world. Experience sports, training, shopping and everything else that is new at Nike.
nike shoe investigation answer key - Bing
Nike sneakers were found and then sold for a quarter of the actual price. Someone claimed to buy a pair of Nikes for 20 dollars! There are two ways the spill might have affected wildlife. One is that some of the shoes
might have sunk to the bottom of the sea and became homes for crabs, fish, or other aquatic creatures.
The Great Nike Sneaker Spill of 1990 - Campbell
As a final demonstration of their learning students complete the Nike Shoe Investigation. This assessment is similar to the Ducky Activity, but requires students to research and apply new terminology (gyre, eddy) to
the learning, log latitude and longitude points to track the path of Nike shoes along currents, and calculate distance and speed of specific currents.
Lesson Currents and The Great Ducky Spill | BetterLesson
The code 90 04 06 indicated that Nike Company ordered the 1990sneakers in April (04) for delivery during June (06). Media and beachcomber reporting provided data regarding where and when 2.5% of the lost
sneakers washed up, a percentage matching the 2.8% of the 19,449 MIBs released during 1956-1959 upstream of the sneaker spill.
Ocean Motion : Gathering Data : Flotsam Oceanography
Five of those containers held high-priced Nike sports shoes bound for the basketball courts and city streets of America. One sank to the sea floor. to computer monitors, that is released each year by up to 10,000
overturned shipping containers. One year later, in early June 1991, I stopped by my parents' house in Seattle, as I did
Sneaker Swim - How 61,000 Floating Nikes Helped an ...
Nike shoes washed up on Pacific Northwest beaches after they were lost from a container ship in May 1990. After that conversation, he started the detective work of tracking cargo spills from ships...
CNN.com - How Nikes, toys and hockey gear help ocean ...
The Great Shoe Spill! Scientists, we need your help! There has been a great shoe spill in the northern Pacific Ocean! A cargo ship carrying sneakers to the United States encountered a huge storm near the Alaskan
Peninsula and lost 40 containers that spilled into the ocean. Over 60,000 Nike shoes are now drifting through the sea.
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The Great Shoe Spill - Miss Pierce 6th Grade Science
Containers fell overboard, broke open, and spilled 61,000 Nike shoes into the ocean. Some of the shoes drifted on a current flowing. east and washed ashore after floating 1,500 miles. beachcomber found 200 shoes on
a Washington State beach.
Home - WW-P High Schools
Nike Shoes: May 27, 1990. The freighter Hansa Carrier, enroute from Korea to the U.S., encountered a severe North Pacific storm. During the storm, a large wave washed five containers overboard, containing
approximately 80,000 Nike shoes ranging from children's shoes to large hiking boots.
Nike shoes, rubber duck, hockey glove investigation ...
PROCEDURE: By plotting the locations of the container spills of the NIKE shoes, Rubber duckies, & Hockey Gloves, we will create a picture of currents (Ocean & Wind) in the North Pacific. Use a different color for each
item shipped. 1.!Plot & Connect the Nike Shoe coordinates with a RED line.
The Nike Shoe, Rubber Duck, & Hockey Glove Investigation
Nike Shoes Wash Up. Printable Version. Main Core Tie. Science - Earth Science Standard 4 Objective 3. Time Frame. 1 class periods of 60 minutes each Group Size. Individual . Authors Utah LessonPlans. Summary.
Students will read about a shipping accident that spilled thousands of Nike shoes into the ocean and how they were tracked around beaches ...
Nike Shoes Wash Up
According to Darren Heitner on Twitter, Nike employees involved with the company's efforts in youth basketball have been subpoenaed by the FBI. Sources: Employees of Nike's EYBL grassroots ...
Nike Employees Subpoenaed FBI NCAA Investigation | Sole ...
Powered by Create your own unique website with customizable templates. Get Started
Day 1 - ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
explanations of events. The first is true story of the spill of a container of Nike shoes into the Pacific Ocean. You will set up the story of the shoe spill and encourage initial predictions. Next the concept of wind-driven
ocean currents will be explored with a hands-on activity. Using the wind-driven ocean currents dataset on the SOS, students
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